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Motivation

Users aren’t generally capable, or 
inclined, to ensure the correctness of 
software that they download and run on 
their own machines.  Users cannot 
assume any level of security on their 
desktops unless either they or their 
administrator takes some measure to 
compartmentalize, or contain, potentially 
rogue code.

Current Mandatory Access Control 
(MAC) solutions such as SELinux are 
quite technically involved, requiring 
extensive hand-tuning by security 
experts.  Other solutions such as 
traditional sandboxing and virtual 
machines require a high level of user 
sophistication to operate correctly.  As 
effective as they promise to be, they lack 
intuitiveness and simplicity.

Concept

• People have an intuitive understanding of familial and corporate 
hierarchies, in that they have a sense that higher-ups have control over 
those lower down.
• We propose to introduce sub-identitiesinto the operating system. Each 
new sub-identity has a meaningful name and can be used to enforce access
control, perform auditing, or simply isolate sub-processes from each other.

The Ideal Model, A Lofty Goal
Ideally, every user would be “effectively root” to all of its sub-users.  
Users should be able to:

• send signals to processes owned by their sub-users.
• implicitly access files belonging to their sub-users.
• debug processes belonging to their sub-users.

Unix doesn’t happen to allow these operations, but some support for 
sub-identities can be “dropped in” to an existing Linux system.

Further Work

A Toolkit Approximation
We have implemented an approximation of the 
sub-identity model in the form of a toolkit of 
setuid binaries that can be installed on any 
Linux system.  

/etc/subusers/etc/subusers/etc/subusers/etc/subusers
root:alice,psnowberroot:alice,psnowberroot:alice,psnowberroot:alice,psnowber
alice:betty,browser,emailalice:betty,browser,emailalice:betty,browser,emailalice:betty,browser,email

browser:webappbrowser:webappbrowser:webappbrowser:webapp
email:execemail:execemail:execemail:exec----attachattachattachattach

Applications

A “Safe Window” is shown running an 
Xnest.  Everything contained in the 
window is run as a sub-user.  Potentially 
unstable or rogue X applications can be 
run inside it without compromising the 
security of the main X server.
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Relative Complexity

The relative complexity of various compartmentalization solutions is 
shown.  Steps in bold text require root privileges.
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A quick modification to a Firefox extension allows 
downloadable applications to be run seamlessly 
inside a security domain that is created on the fly.  
The callouts show the application being downloaded, 
the application under typical usage, and an 
unsuccessful attack being carried out.
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Here we show the identity relationships in a hypothetical system.  
Alice has a normal system account, whereas Charles and David 
authenticate through Kerberos.  Each user has a normal entry in 
the /etc/passwd file.
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• Process hierarchy:  alice’s `ps` 
command would only show the 
processes inside her box.

• Disk / chroot hierarchy?


